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Term 1 February 2012 

FROM THE PRESIDENT 

Welcome back everyone to Birralee for 2012, one I hope that is filled with 
fun and adventure for our joeys, cubs, scouts and venturers.  No doubt they 
will also learn a lot of new skills along the way. 

Birralee is doing well in many ways, such as a full Yowie Pack and 
Gungaderra Troop, and some amazing achievements all round, but also 
continues to need your support.  In particular, the Joey Mob has had to 
merge (hopefully temporarily) with the Crace Hill Scout Group and the 
Bunyip Pack really needs another leader … but more on that later. 

It’s been a while since the last Bugle (sorry about that! ), so there is quite a 
bit to cover, so let’s get to it! 

 Bill Allen, Group President 

AMAZING ACHIEVEMENTS!!! 

While our joeys, cubs, scouts and venturers are 
continually amazing us with their achievements, there 
have been some particularly noteworthy achievements. 

The Grey Wolf Award is the highest achievement a cub 
can obtain and only a relatively small number of cubs 
ever earn it.  In 2011, Birralee had three cubs earn their 
Grey Wolf Award:  

 Will Allen 

 Hamish McNeice 

 Riley White 

The Queen’s Scout Award is the highest 
achievement a venturer can obtain and is 
highly regarded by the community at large.  
The requirements are designed to be 
inspiring and challenging and take you to a 
much higher an demanding level.   

In 2011, Merredy Jackson was awarded her 
Queen’s Scout Award, which included a 
reception by the Governor General. 
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Merredy is only Birralee’s second ever recipient of the Queen’s Scout Award 
and we hope that her efforts can inspire others! 

Soon you will be able to see the names of these worthy recipients proudly 
displayed at the Birralee Scout Hall on plaques. 

AMAZING LEADER ACHIEVEMENTS!!! 

Congratulations to three of our leaders who received World Scout Day awards 
in 2011: 

 Baloo (Yvonne Court) - Certificate of Merit Award 

 Shrek (Mark Slattery) - Silver Arrowhead Award 

 Rikki (Fiona McKinnon) - Silver Koala Award 

Also, our very own Shingleback (Sam Slattery) was nominated in the 2011 
Canberra Area Theatre (CAT) Awards as Sherlock Holmes in Gang Show 2011 - 
Without a Clue, ACT Scouts Association, Canberra! Well done! 

Bill Allen, Group President 

FEES & REGISTRATION 

Invoices for fees will be available soon.  Birralee term fees have only increased 
$5 (for the first time that I can remember) and the registration fee with ACT 
Scouting has increased by $4, so for 2012 the fee structure is  

Registration (ACT Scouting) $140 for the year 

Birralee Group Fee 

 Joeys/Cubs/Scouts $75 per term 

 Venturers Administer their own finances 

A $10 discount per term applies to the Birralee Group Fee for second and 
subsequent children.  Discounts also apply for those who assist the Group 
through participation as a warranted leader or as one of the primary Parent 
Committee positions.  Additionally, discounts apply for those who help with the 
hot dog stand at Hall Markets. 

Also, please note that registration includes the cost of insurance.   

We appreciate on time payment of fees as this reduces the amount of work 
required to chase up the details.  If you have difficulty arranging payment or 
you have any questions about your invoice, please email me on 
bill.allen@abs.gov.au.  Also ,please let me know if your invoice isn’t there, or 
doesn’t look right as we are in the process of updating our records.  Thanks for 
your assistance in this matter. 

Bill Allen, Group President 

ARE YOUR CONTACT DETAILS UP TO DATE? 

If this Bugle has got to you, chances are that (at least) your email address is 
current.  That said, we need to ensure your contact details are up to date, so 
please email your latest contact information (email addresses, home address, 
home phone and mobiles) to bill.allen@abs.gov.au.   
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Note that often there are minor transcription errors, so please email me if 
things haven’t changes, just so I can double-check them! 

Bill Allen, Group President 

BIRRALEE SECTIONS & LEADERS 

The following is a list of all the sections, when they meet and their leaders.  I’ve 
tried to make sure it is right, but my apologies if I’ve missed anyone! 

Most important, however, is that we desperately need another joey leader in 
order to offer a Joey Mob at Birralee.  Just one leader isn’t sustainable (we have 
been relying on other leaders helping out) and, even if it was, it isn’t fair on 
them. Please help us save our Joey Mob!  As a temporary measure, we will be 
combining our joeys with the Crace Hill Scout Group located at Amaroo school 
(please note the new times and location—if Tuesday’s aren’t convenient, Wells 
Station joeys meet at Harrison school on Thursdays).  Our thanks go out to the 
Crace Hill Scout Group for helping us out. 

Secondly, while we are always happy to have new leaders with any of our 
sections,  our other priority is to get another leader for our Thursday night 
Bunyip Cub Pack.  Shrek has been a Birralee stalwart for many years and 
between running the gang show and moving (considerably) out of Gungahlin, 
he is looking to move on later this year.  While his contributions have been 
great and Birralee owes he and his family a lot, my main point here is to stay 
that Hathi will need help. 

 

 

Joeys  Echo Mob 5:30pm-6:30pm Tuesdays 
  (Amaroo School) 
   Bony (Tony Butt) 
   More help essential to continue!!! 

Cubs  Yowie Pack  6:00pm—7:30pm Tuesday 
 (full)  Baloo (Yvonne Court) 
   Jemalong (Felicity McNeice) 
   Bagheera (Chris Puschak)  
   Kaa (Michael Holroyd) 
   Bunyip (Andrew Forster, helper) 

 Bunyip Pack 7:00pm - 8:30pm Thursday 
   Shrek (Mark Slattery) 
   Hathi (Murray Craze) 
   More help essential!!! 

Scouts Girrawah Troop 7:15pm—9:15pm Monday 
   Shingleback (Sam Slattery) 
   Black Snake (Mike Armstrong) 
   Taipan (Peter Thompson)  

 Gungaderra Troop 6:30pm-8:30pm Wednesday 
 (full)  Bandicoot (Amanda Hopkinson) 
   Wallaroo (Chris Hopkinson) 
   Dug (Pete Singh) 
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Wetlands 

Venturers Karla Birna Unit 7:45pm-9:45pm Tuesday 
   Bunyip (Bruce McNeice) 
   Koala (Debbie Freeman)  

In addition, I am very happy to say that Birralee is now fortunate enough to 
have Quokka (Justin White) offer to step up as Group Leader, and continue to 
have Rikki (Fiona McKinnon) as our Regional Commissioner.  I will also be 
helping out here as the Assistant Group Leader. 

However, we did farewell Wombat (Tony Jackson) who was been with the 
group for many years and will be sadly missed.  It was great however to lure 
him back one night so everyone could thank him for him contributions. 

Thank you to all these people who by their efforts help to make Birralee Scout 
Group such an enjoyable experience for our children.   

Bill Allen, Group President 

2011 ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING (AGM) 

Birralee is due to have our next AGM in the coming months, probably late 
March or some time in April, so keep your eyes and ears open for more 
information. 

Recent years have only seen existing committee members and leaders attend 
and this is a real shame.  Attending the AGM is not any sort of commitment to 
join the Group Committee or become a leader, but rather the AGM is a great 
opportunity to both hear how Birralee is tracking and to have some say in 
where we are heading. 

That said, the Group Committee is always open to having more help to share 
the load.  Key areas where we are looking for help are: 

 Group President (I will be stepping down to focus on being the Assistant 
Group Leader) 

 Help with the hall hire (mainly opening and closing the hall) for hirers. 

Please contact me on bill.allen@abs.gov.au if you think you might be able to 
play some sort of role (and please don’t feel that you have to wait till the AGM 
if you do want to offer your help). 

Bill Allen, Group President 

WETLANDS DEVELOPMENT 

The development of the wetlands around the hall seems to have actually 
started now, the most obvious of which is the fencing around the wetlands and 
hall and restricting access to the front (non-Birralee) car park.  I am in 
communication with the contractors, so if you have any queries, just ask 
(bill.allen@abs.gov.au). 

For example, the contractors are now tapping into our electricity for power, in 
exchange for paying our electricity bills in the mean time! 

Bill Allen, Group President 
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HALL EXTENSION 

For those of you who have been around for a while, you’ll already have heard 
about this.  As Birralee continues to grow, so do our accommodation needs.  In 
particular, we need space to both store our trailer and provide a Venturer Den 
for our growing Venturer Unit.  In order to achieve this, our current plan is to 
build a large garage to the right side of the hall (if you are facing the hall from 
Burgmann) which will house our equipment, including our trailer. 

Much has already progressed, including agreement from ACTPLA that our old 
survey drawings should suffice, having had land valuations (required because 
we need to vary our lease as the increased floor area will exceed that allowed 
by our current lease), a deposit with Stratco to secure a ‘council pack’ with 
various structural details, and preliminary advice from an architect.   

The latest challenge is clarifying whether certain (fire-related) building 
regulations apply for what we want (i.e. minimum distance between shed and 
hall, and whether we need a brick wall at the fence line).  Apparently I need to 
talk to a building certifier for this.  Yes, it seems never-ending but we do seem 
to be getting closer.  Hopefully we can start building later this year! 

If anyone has any background in this sort of thing and/or is willing to help out, 
please contact me on bill.allen@abs.gov.au as I could do with any help that I 
can get! 

Bill Allen, Group President 

GOODBYE WOMBAT AND MERREDY 

The Jackson family have been with Birralee a very long time.  Wombat (known 
by some, but not by most as Tony) has been a Scout leader with Birralee for ten 
(!) years and will be long remembered by those who know him. 

While I don’t have the benefit from a long association with him (just a few 
years), I can say that he cared a lot for Birralee and all the scouts that he has 
lead.  Most of all though, he was passionate that the scouts  should all have a 
great time, and that showed.  It was probably helped by the fact that Wombat 
often described himself as just a big kid! 

Mid-year, he finally decided to hang his scarf and woggle up.  Fortunately, he 
was able to be lured back one night under false pretences, so that we could all 
say “thanks” … and use him as an excuse to remind us all of the wonderful 
community that we have at Birralee.  Wombat may have left, but he will always 
be welcome and he will always be one of us at Birralee. 

As if that wasn’t enough, we also lost Merredy Jackson to Rovers (Birralee 
doesn’t have its own Rover Crew).  That said, Merredy is about as loyal to 
Birralee as you can get.  During the dark ages when we didn’t have a Venturer 
Unit, Merredy attended Venturers in Belconnen, but still insisted on remaining 
registered to Birralee and wearing the Birralee name tape! 

Furthermore, Merredy is a member of two very select groups: she has been 
with Birralee as a joey, cub, scout and venturer (!); and she is only the second 
Queen Scout for Birralee.  We’ll miss you too Merredy, but we also know that 
you’ll always be one of us! 

Shed 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Goodbye! 
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From the  
Yowie  
Pack 

 

FIRE BRIGADE VISIT 

On the eight of March the Fire Brigade came to cubs and spoke to us about what 
they do and fire safety.  After that someone dressed up in the suit and showed 
us what they carry.  Then they showed us the Jaws of Life and the nail clippers 
which were big.  They told us what DRABC is and we looked at a defibrillator and 
many other things.  Before they left everybody go to hold the hose while it was 
going. 
Riley White, Yowie Pack 

SCOUTS ACT BRANCH 30th ANNIVERSARY  

On 2 April 2011, the Yowie Cub Pack attended the Scouts ACT Branch 30th 
Anniversary at the National Zoo and Aquarium. 
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From the  
Yowie  
Pack 

(continued) 

MY CUB PACK IS BEST!!!                    

I think that my cub pack is the best pack that I’ve ever been to!  It’s called yowie 
pack. I think this because of all the exiting and wonderful things that we do like: 
Caving and hiking, flying planes, bike riding, ice blocking, tying ropes, climbing 
trees and lots of other fun things but, my favourite is . . . camping! 

I like camping because I get a change of environment.  I also like the challenges 
that the leaders give the cub pack because they like to put you to the test and 
always give you some new things to do that you haven’t done before.  For 
example; First you’d have to collect as much fire wood as you can, next the 
sixers or/and seconders would have to prepare a walking track but not tell you 
where to go so you would have to figure it out for yourself. 

At our cub hall the leaders also teach the pack about being kind to others (even 
if you don’t like that particular person) by helping them and working together. 
They also teach us to keep healthy by eating the right food and keeping up 
healthy living by cleaning your teeth twice a day for at least 2 minutes – In the 
morning (after breakfast) and in the afternoon (after dinner).  Another way to 
keep healthy is to do daily exercise such as: running, walking and stretching. 

The leaders invite people like the fire brigade and the police to tell the pack 
about how to keep safe, which I think is pretty cool!!!, 

The fire brigade bring the fire truck and show us all their equipment and how to 
use it and the police give the pack some tips on what to do if we are in danger or 
need help. 

I love my cub pack because I‘ve got lots of friends and my leaders try to give us 
the best things they can like fun activities and  help if we need it. 

Skye Anton, Biralee Yowie pack. (Age 8) 

YOWIE BOOMERANG CAMP  

Photo from the Yowie 
Pack Boomerang Camp 
on 10 April.  The Pack 
are sitting at Scout 
Rock, overlooking the 
Murrumbidgee River, 
at Camp Cottermouth. 
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YOWIE UPDATE FROM TERM 2 (2011)  

After term 1, where there was a phenomenal amount of badgework completed, 
we thought we would have an entirely different focus for this term. Therefore 
Yowie Pack have put together an action packed program  for term 2, including a 
caving camp at Wee Jasper (see pictures below), a night hike as part of the 
Jamboree on the Trail, the creation of 
all sorts of flying / falling objects, such 
as parachutes, kites, hot air balloons, 
making balsa wood model planes, 
having an international feast, and a 
Cubs Got Talent show. 

Yowie Pack would 
particularly like to 
welcome Akash and Ryan, 
our two newest members, 
and would also like to 
congratulate Will Allen and Hamish McNeice on the completion of their Gold 
Boomerang badges, and the achievement of their Grey Wolf Awards. 

Will has now 
begun his 
scout link to 
Gungaderra 
Troop, and 
whilst we 
will miss his 
contribution 
to Yowie 
Pack, we 
wish him all 
the best on 
his scouting 
journey. 

 Baloo 

 

 

From the  
Yowie  
Pack 

(continued) 
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YOWIE UPDATE FROM TERM 3 (2011)  

Term three has been a busy one for Yowie Pack Cubs. In addition to our normal 
activity and badge work nights, we had an electric shock night, where we pulled 
apart electrical items kindly donated to our cause, and discovered what was 
inside phones, TV’s, computers etc. Everyone had loads of fun, and most took 
home some electrical mementoes. 

We also had a flight camp (see following article), and went to Camden Air 
Activity Centre, where we learnt heaps about airports and aeroplanes, and all got 
to go for a flight in a light aircraft. Everyone who went earnt their level two flight 
badge. In a week or so we will be going on the ACT Cub Branch Camp at Camp 
Cottermouth, and we will also be going abseiling which will be loads of fun. We 
are really looking forward to it. 

As Spring is upon us, Yowie Pack cubs have got permission to have a private tour 
around Floriade one evening. We will have with us our very own Floriade expert 
– Bunyip (2), to give us all the inside Floriade info....last time he showed us 
where a lazy gardener had left a rake leaning against a tree for a few years, and 
the wood had grown around the rake!!!! 10 points to anyone who knows where 
the rake tree is! 

We are also looking forward to our end of term activity which has been 
organised for us by Karla Birna Venturers. 

We have welcomed three new members to our pack this term, Patrick and 
Charlotte who have progressed to us from Joeys, and Kate, who has recently 
moved to Canberra. We have also had three of our members begin their link to 
scouts – Dillon and Cameron, who have linked to Girrawah Scout Troop, and 
Hamish, who has linked to Gungaderra Scout Troop. While we miss them, other 
Yowie Cubs have stepped up into some of the leadership positions and are doing 
a really great job! 

 Baloo 

YOWIE PACK FLYING CUBS  

On 21 August Yowie Pack met at the Birralee Scout Hall for a long drive to 
Camden so that we could go flying.  First we had to decide who went in whose 
car.  I went with Bagheera who drove with Baloo in the front, Naomi and myself 
in the middle, and Daniel, Gordon and Michael in the back row.  We watched 
movies on the way and 
then when we finally got 
there we played heads or 
tails, a game where we 
walked and turned based 
on the toss of a coin.  
When we got back we had 
dinner and dessert, and 
played more games.  We 
then had super and went to 
bed.  We all slept in the 
Camden Girl Guides Hall in 
one big room. 

From the  
Yowie  
Pack 

(continued) 
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In the morning we went flying.  The day started with some play time outside 
while Bagheera organised the paperwork.   We then went into a building and the 
instructors told us about the planes.  They showed us how they work and where 
bits of the plane are, like the wings and where the petrol goes (in the wings), the 
wheels and the propeller, which could hurt us if we went near it while it was 
spinning.  It can even start just by touching it the wrong way! 

After they told us a bit about the plane we divided into some groups.  My group 
was doing a booklet – there was a word find puzzle and we had to mark what all 
the bits of the plane were.  We then went for a walk and found out about the 
airport.  We then went back to filling part of the workbook, and we played a few 
more games.  Then it was my turn to fly. 

We went down to the hanger and Amy, 
Madison and I had our photo taken in 
front of a plane that was in the hanger.  
We then wait for a while until a plane 
was available.  When the pilot came he 
told us to wear our headphones and put 
our seat belts on.  He also told us we 
had to be quiet when he told us to so 
that he could hear all the traffic and 
instructions from the control tower. 

The plane taxied on the runway and tested its flaps and controls.  We then took 
off and it was great fun.  We saw lots of things from the sky.  The pilot turned the 
plane and we did two funny dives; it felt like it was crashing but it wasn’t.  I 
almost screamed the first time.  Then when we were on the way back we flew 
around the airport and landed.  It was a little bit bumpy as we landed. 

From the  
Yowie  
Pack 

(continued) 
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Then when we got back it was weird; I thought I was yelling and everyone was 
whispering because my ears were not used to the noise from the plane.  
Everyone who flew had the same problem.  After some more games with model 
aeroplanes we got back in the cars and drove home to Canberra.  We watched 
two movies on the way home.  

 Sophie Puschak  

YOWIE FISHING TRIP  

Our fishing trip was a bit of a washout last week, but not before a successful 
catch by Dillon! (photo below...) Thank you to the parents who participated, we 
will run another fishing activity early next year to have another go, and hopefully 
the weather will be a little more cooperative. We especially thank Patrick 
Brennan (sr) for being our resident expert and patiently imparting information 
and assistance.  

 Baloo 

BUNYIP UPDATE FROM TERM 3 (2011)  

The Bunyip Packs is enjoying third term. We had a really good night going indoor 
rock climbing with the Wells Station Pack. Everybody put in a really good effort 
and lots of Cubs climbed to the roof (thanks to the parents who were able to 
belay the climbers). Our Boomerang badge work is going well and we should 
soon see some badges being completed. This term we will be having several of 

From the  
Yowie  
Pack 

(continued) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

From the  
Bunyip  
Pack 
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our older cubs looking at linking to Scouts. Unfortunately we've had to cancel the 
Big Bike Hike that was in our program, although we may try and fit that into 
fourth term. We're now getting ready for the Branch Camp in a few weekends 
time with the Yowie Pack. 

 Tim continues to do lots of badge work and brought in a fantastic chocolate cake 
(Shrek's favourite - but everyone got to share it - thanks Tim). He's also just 
completed his Bronze Boomerang. 

 The whole pack is very proud of Shrek's recent scouting award and he received a 
big 1-2-3 WOLF from the pack. 

 Lachlan Kingston and Jordan Craze attended the recent ACT Branch Sixer/
Seconder Day. The day was intended to teach the older Cubs about leadership, 
responsibility and aspects of scouting. Here is Lachlan's report - "At Cottermouth 
we learnt that following other people might be fun.... and it might not. We also 
learnt that working in a group might save the world. We also had to work as a 
group to make up a new game, it was really fun.". 

Haiti 

DRACO SCOUT CARATHALON RESULTS 

On the Draco Scout Fellowship Great Carpathalon was held on Sunday, 20 
November.  Despite the miserable weather there were 75 participants including 
representatives right across the ACT.  1 carp and 4 redfin were caught, as well as 
a turtle, a shoe,an egg and a hub cap. 

 With so few fish being caught the policy is to place the registration numbers of 
the participants into division hats and the first numbers drawn out win the prize.  
That said, this option wasn’t required for the Cubs, when Birralee’s own Jordan 
Craze took out 1st place catching the only carp of the day. 

ECHO MOB—HELPING OTHER PEOPLE BADGE 

Echo Mob Joey Scouts enjoying eating the food they helped prepare as part of 
Helping Other People Badge: 

From the  
Bunyip  
Pack 

(continued) 
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WILD DAYZ AUSTRALIAN VENTURE 2012! 

Leaving on 1st January, I boarded a bus at 10pm with 22 other ACT venturers 
from all different units. We arrived in Melbourne at about 6am and we boarded 
the Spirit of Tasmania and crossed Bass Straight. After one night in Devonport, 
we all got on a bus to the main site of the venture, Quercus Park!  

At the venture site we were greeted with a massive brown, dry, dusty, windy and 
hot paddock with a few tents and a massive speaker tower. The speaker tower 
was playing music from the time we arrived, till the time we left, 10 days later! 
We were the second lot of venturers to arrive at the site as the Tasmanians had 
got there the day before. When we got off the bus we all split up to go and find 
our individual units we were going to be in for the next 2 weeks.  

As the day went by, more and more Venturers started arriving from all the states 
of Australia, New Zealand, Saudi Arabia, East Timor and the UK. By the time of 
the opening ceremony that night the place was a small tent city with a 
population of 1300! Opening ceremony marked the official start of the venture 
and we celebrated with live bands and discos until curfew at 1am!  

The next day we were all up and doing the onsite activities. These included rock 
climbing, abseiling, circus, trapeze, laser tag, dirt buggies, crate stacking, 
medieval re-enactments and many others! We also had a theatre set up that was 
playing movies nonstop and rover scope where you could just chill out on the 
beanbags, use the internet café, play video games and even have a go at the 
mechanical bull and surf board!  

The next day we were all up nice and early to leave for our expeditions. The 
expeditions were 4 days we spent offsite doing an activity of our choice with the 
rest of our unit. My activity was sailing in Hobart at the Sea Scout hall in Snug. 
We spent the four days down there sailing 16” yachts, rowing, kayaking and 
using the ski biscuit! We also went into Hobart on one day, went to the Cadbury 
chocolate factory and climbed to the top of Mount Wellington!   

After the expedition we returned to the main site and started doing our single 
day offsite activities! I did archery for one day, white water rafting where we did 

From the 
Venturer Unit 
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rafting, raft wrestling and even some cliff jumping! And on my last day I went 
caving for the whole time and got very muddy! 

On the last night closing ceremony officially ended the 2 week long party we had 
been having! Everyone stayed up till early morning partying, celebrating and 
spending time with the friends we had made that we might not see again. The 
following morning the whole tired campsite was up early to pack up tents and 
gear and board the busses for the trip home. All in all it was an amazing 2 weeks 
and I had some of the most fun I’ve ever had! Now I’m planning, saving and 
fundraising so that I can go to New Zealand next Christmas for the New Zealand 
venture! 

 Matt Court 

From the 
Venturer Unit 
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UPDATE FROM THE REGIONAL COMMISSIONER FOR TERM 3 (2011) 

This term the Group has been going from good to great!  Leaders are providing 
fantastic program for your kids, and on Monday 27 September (Week 10, Term 
2) the Venturers provided an awesome night's activity at Yerrabi Pond for 
everyone to come along and enjoy. 

The Joey section has 8 to 9 regulars attending this term.  Carol (Echidna) has 
taken time off so she can focus more on her young family, we all know how kids 
can demand time and energy.  Tony has taken over the reigns for running the 
Mob.  Unfortunately, unless another adult takes up the leadership role son, the 
Mob will have to close (hopefully only for a short time).  From my experience in 
Scouting, while it is hard work keeping a section going, it is much, much harder 
to get a section back up and running.  So if you know someone who would make 
a great Joey leader, someone who might not even be a member of the Group as 
yet, please let them know that their volunteering to be a Joey Scout Leader with 
the Echo Joey Mob will be well timed and greatly appreciated. 

Numbers in the other sections are at a level where the Cub Packs are pretty full 
(this is also based on the number of leaders to run the Packs), the Scout Troops 
are going well, and the Venturers have room for expansion, but are still being 
creative with their program with the smaller numbers.  

At the end of Term 2 Tony Jackson (Wombat) hung up his scarf.  Tony has been 
with the Group for over 14 years as a leader with various sections.  His leadership 
to so many children in those years is appreciated. 

Merredy Jackson, Tony's daughter, has been a Joey Scout, Cub Scout, Scout and 
Venturer with the Birralee Scout Group - this is understood to be the only person 
who has been through each section at Birralee.   One piece of exciting news for 
Merredy is that she has completed her Queen Scout Award.  A special award 
presentation ceremony will be held soon to acknowledge this well earned award, 
a sterling effort.  Her last night as a youth member was 5 September as she is 
turning 18 and that is when she takes a step into adult hood.  Congratulations to 
you and your family.  

The position of Group Leader is being taken on by Justin White and Bill 
Allen.  Justin is a parent of a Cub Scout, soon to be Scout, and has indicated that 
he would like to give the GL's role a go.  Justin has a wealth of skills and 
organisation abilities that will support the uniformed side of Birralee Scouts.  Bill, 
as you know has been President, but I think has an inkling that getting into 
uniform would be fun (I think he has seen some of the leaders having way too 
much fun and wants to be part of it).  The Group is now big enough to support 
two leaders, a GL (Justin) and an AGL (Bill).  Their skills will complement each 
other, their roles will be worked out as they go and they will continue to make 
sure that exciting programs are provided for the youth members to maintain and 
grow the Group.  Please congratulate them when you see them. 

Thanks to Bill, the Group Committee is working well, but if anyone can lend a 
hand and take on the role of President, please contact Bill, so he can turn his 
attention to the uniformed side.   

Thank you to all the parents who do lend a supporting hand to your kid's 
leaders.  Keep the Birralee flag flying high!                   Rikki 

From the 
Regional 

Commissioner 
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SUCCESSFUL WORKING BEE 

On 17 December 2011, our new Group Leader, Quokka (Justin White), organised 
a successful working bee to clean up the hall and surrounds.  Here is the email 
Quokka sent out afterwards: 

Dear Birralee, 

I would like to thank the following people for helping at the working bee this 
morning. Your help was very much appreciated. 

 Andrew Preston 

 John Preston (visiting from his brother from inter-state!) 

 Bill Allen 

and some keen scouts who learnt some handyman skills for later in life: 

 Will Allen (Gungaderra Scout) 

 Chris Preston (new starter at Gungaderra) 

 Riley White (linking between Yowie Pack and Gungaderra) 

The hall looks more presentable with much weeding, cutting of grass and removal 
of rubbish. 

Merry Christmas to you all. 

regards, Justin 

 

Group Leader 
Birralee Scout Group 

 LEADERS ON HOLIDAYS ... 

Have you ever wondered what the leaders get up to on holidays?  

It is truly wonderful the friendships and activities scouting introduces you to...... 

Jemalong and Baloo enjoyed an 8 day hike in Tasmania completing the overland 
track in January. It was challenging, but lots of fun.  

Working Bee 
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Leader Holidays 
(continued) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Help at Markets 

And to start the year off on a good note, the leaders disappeared into Namadgi 
National Park for a group bonding weekend and had great fun hiking and 
camping together and completing a murder mystery game!  

(Left to Right) Jemalong, Wallaroo, Bandicoot, Bunyip, Baloo, Bagheera 

HELP OUT BIRRALEE AND SAVE MONEY! 

Each month (1st Sunday of month), Birralee raises money by running a barbeque 
at Hall Markets.  By helping out for either the morning or afternoon, you not only 
help out Birralee but we’ll also reduce your next set of fees by $20! 

If you are interested, please ring Bridget Armstrong, our Hall Markets 
coordinator, on 6242 8485. 

 

 

 


